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Does the very idea of “human dignity” entail some moral disrespect for
nonhuman animals? Put otherwise, does the notion of “human dignity”
smack of speciesism (roughly, a view whereby nonhuman, sentient individuals are denied [adequate] moral standing on essentially arbitrary
grounds)? Animal advocates, like James Rachels, often allege that there is a
serious clash between the traditional view of human dignity and adequate
moral recognition of nonhuman animals: “The traditional doctrine of
human dignity is speciesist to the core, for it implies that the interests of
humans have priority over those of all other creatures.”1
There is a further reason—beyond those put forth in a critique like
Rachels’s—to be concerned with the claim that the very idea of human
dignity is an impediment to the proper moral recognition of animals. The
ascendancy of an important modern moral notion like human dignity
should not, it seems, also become an occasion for the subjugation of
animals—for example, by providing an alleged rationale for harming them.
It would be a cruel irony indeed for an idea that is seen as a source of moral
progress—by providing a ground for our moral respect for humans regardless of social class, race, etc.—to become a source for rationalizing harm
toward nonhuman animals. This paper will first evaluate the claim that
the idea of human dignity is a source of speciesist thinking. Later I will
discuss a related question: can the claim that nonhuman animals “have
dignity” be rendered fully consistent with a broadly kantian account of
(human) dignity?

1
Before addressing the claim that the idea of human dignity is a
speciesist notion, I will state some assumptions. I will take it to be the case
without full argument here that some aspects of speciesism, or related
forms of disrespect, are in fact morally problematic. “Speciesism” covers
many particular forms of what might be called “species-based disrespect.”
As a backdrop to help focus the argument to come, I endorse two aspects of
an antispeciesist critique of human-centered moral views: (1) the pain of
nonhuman sentient creatures—or animals2—has genuine moral significance, and (2) animals and some of their interests have independent moral
standing.
Another way to put my point is to note that any moral obligation that
would be generated in virtue of claims (1) or (2)—for example, a very
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general obligation not to cause unnecessary pain to animals—is an obligation owed to animals themselves and not owed only to other human persons. This is, of course, to call into question the “indirect duty” account of
such obligations, whereby all duties regarding animals are in fact owed to
other human persons. As a complete account of obligations regarding animals the indirect duty view claims that the sole reason one should not cause
unnecessary pain to animals is because doing so could harm human persons. It could harm humans, for instance, by helping to form in the persons
who cause such pain habits of cruelty, or it could promote a more general
insensitivity to causing unnecessary pain that might infect attitudes and
actions regarding other humans.
I will further explain the distinction, to which I will turn again in section
3, between a complete account of an obligation and a partial account.
Roughly, a complete account of an obligation is a statement of all the theoretical grounds for that obligation, whereas a partial account of an obligation provides at least one but not all of the theoretical grounds for the
obligation. A particular obligation might be overdetermined in two general
ways: either various different theories might each provide sufficient
grounding for a particular obligation, or within the bounds of a single
theory (for example, from within virtue theory) several different grounds
might provide sufficient justification for a particular obligation. A complete
account of an obligation would then provide all of the (intra- or
intertheoretical) grounds for the obligation. A partial account would provide only some.
Using this distinction the main point about indirect duties from above
can now be clarified: the fact that an indirect duty view is a good partial
account of moral obligations regarding animals (because, for example, on
virtue-based theories it would provide good reasons for those obligations)
hardly qualifies it as a complete account of those obligations. An indirect
duty view of obligations regarding animals may be, as in Kant, based on a
substantive view of the moral status of animals: for Kant, destruction of
inanimate objects is immoral in essentially the same way as cruelty toward
animals, because for Kant animals and objects have the same lack of moral
standing. For Kant animals and other objects are not rational agents with the
capacity to subject themselves to the moral law and thereby have no independent moral worth.3 When the indirect duty view is offered in Kant as an
alternative to the idea of positive obligations to animals for their own sake,
it is put forward as a complete account of our moral duties regarding animals. Yet the indirect duty view seems to be a partial account masquerading
as a complete account. As a complete account it simply seems implausible
on its face, especially given the present state of knowledge about animal
ethology and physiology. That is, it seems implausible that the duty not to
cause unnecessary pain to a sentient being is not in any respect owed to that
creature. In any event, for the purpose of evaluating the claim about the
speciesism of human dignity, I will maintain without further argument that
the indirect duty view should be rejected as a complete account of our moral
duties to animals.
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Finally, consider a few preliminary remarks designed to help clarify the
complex notions of dignity and human dignity. To fix ideas I will briefly
note some general characteristics of a broadly “kantian”—if not fully
Kantian—conception of dignity. I call this present view “kantian” (and not,
say, “humean”) for two reasons: (1) it is at least consistent with most, if not
all, of Kant’s central remarks about dignity, especially if we recognize the
difference between the general concept of dignity and the narrower conception of human dignity; and (2) some of Kant’s views are inspiration for this
kantian way to think about dignity. The view is “kantian” (not Kantian)
because at the same time interpretations of Kant’s views do not determine
every aspect of this account.
The uniquely moral use of the concept of dignity is typically reserved
for human beings. Within the boundaries of the general concept of the
moral dignity of an individual, it will help to notice an important distinction
between having dignity and acting with dignity. The cognate notion of a
dignified action helps characterize acting with dignity. These two general
conceptions, although related, are clearly not identical; for instance, human
beings may be said to have dignity even while they may not always, or
often, act in a dignified manner. Furthermore, to say that one has dignity
includes two further conceptions: having a kind of moral worth and having a
type of moral status. Of course, the moral status of an individual might be
directly grounded in her moral worth or even vice versa. So speaking very
generally, a being that has dignity has inherent, rather than only instrumental, moral worth. And such a being has an independent moral status, higher
than anything with contingent worth.
Kant, of course, says much more about what he calls “dignity” (Würde),
for instance, (1) that it sets strict limits on what kinds of rational trade-offs
might be made with beings having dignity as he conceives it, (2) that it is
grounded in certain rational capacities, and (3) that all human beings are
possessed of dignity and have an equal moral worth and moral status. But
for present purposes I will operate with a more abstract, and thereby less
Kantian, understanding of the notion of having dignity. For present
purposes, having dignity is having (1) an intrinsic moral worth and (2) an
independent moral status. Such a “kantian” view is not a watered-down
version of Kant but instead a broader and more abstract account of some
Kantian themes devoid of other Kantian commitments (for example, that
morality itself is essentially rule-governed and rational in a singularly
Kantian sense). The point of adopting a generally kantian point of view for
this analysis of the alleged speciesism of the very idea of (human) dignity is
twofold. First, to consider both a plausible and a “traditional” conception of
dignity. Second, to avoid begging the questions at hand by just assuming a
very permissive perspective on having dignity, that is, one already obviously compatible with one (controversial) conclusion to come: an extension
of the title of dignity to sentient creatures.
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2
In arguing that the traditional notion of human dignity “is speciesist to
the core,” Rachels is taking up a now familiar theme of animal advocates.4
The first version of this claim can be set aside readily because it is clearly not
entailed by the broadly kantian conception of (human) dignity set out here.5
The claim is that the traditional doctrine of human dignity suggests that
moral worth, or status, is based solely on species membership. Putting the
point in terms of moral worth, the view is that all humans (that is, members
of the species Homo sapiens sapiens) and only humans have moral worth. But
kantians, and indeed Kant himself, would instead ground the dignity of
human beings on a rational capacity and not on species membership.6
In fact a kantian understanding of the dignity of human beings is explicitly not species-specific in two senses. (And here kantians are, at least in
the first sense, in line with a more strictly Kantian view.) First, it is not necessarily the case that only humans can have the relevant capacity. For kantians
some cognitively complex animals, like anthropoid apes or cetaceans, or
even extraterrestrial beings might in fact have the relevant capacity for
rational deliberation and hence the special moral worth and status of
human dignity.7 Even Kant thought that if they existed, angels were rational; but they are surely not members of the human species. It is a contingent
fact, if a fact at all, that humans alone possess the capacity that grounds their
moral worth.
Second, it is not in fact the case that all humans have this capacity. In
spite of the fact that Kant himself may have thought otherwise, some members of the species Homo sapiens sapiens lack completely the relevant rational
capacities (as well as the potential to develop or regain them) that ground
what Kant called human dignity. With a variety of quite common contemporary medical interventions, such individuals can and do remain
alive—for example, a vast number of individuals with serious and irreversible brain disorders ranging from anencephaly to persistent vegetative
states.8 That Kant himself may have thought all humans do have dignity, or
in so saying did not have such cases in mind, is of no real significance to a
reasonable kantian understanding of who has “human dignity.” Such a
kantian account may ground a human being’s possession of human dignity
on facts about the possession of a capacity for practical rationality. This second point—that on a kantian view not all humans have human dignity
—will no doubt be worrisome to some, including some who take themselves to be kantians. This worry will be discussed directly. However,
Rachels’s first form of speciesism simply does not apply to the traditional
doctrine of human dignity understood in this kantian, or even in the first
sense in a more strictly Kantian, fashion.9
Animal advocates do, however, have a further and a deeper argument
that suggests another sense in which the notion of the dignity of humanity is
speciesist. In short, the view is that “species-membership is correlated with
other differences that are [morally] significant.”10 Rachels distinguishes four
versions of this view; I will not discuss each of them, however, for it is not
my purpose here to evaluate (Rachels’s) arguments against speciesism, some
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of which seem to me to be on the whole correct. It is rather my point here to
determine if a kantian view of dignity does in fact entail species-based
disrespect. To that point, one central and recurring theme does, however,
need discussion. Rachels’s main challenge to the traditional view of human
dignity is that some humans might not be deserving of the status of human
dignity.11 This point requires comment for two reasons. First, I have already
suggested what is surely a controversial point: that at least a kantian view
of dignity need not hold that all humans in fact have “human dignity.”
Second, Rachels advances here what has become a very familiar, and often
regarded as powerful, argument of animal advocates generally: that supporters of the idea of human dignity simply cannot accept the conclusion
that some humans do not have human dignity.12 I think they can.
Rachels’s version of this central argument goes roughly like this: the
traditional view of human dignity dictates that we should not use (e.g., “as
laboratory subjects or as food”) any human beings, no matter how
cognitively compromised, because they have human dignity.13 Yet I have
already suggested that on a kantian view, and perhaps even on a good
contemporary understanding of Kant’s view, not all humans should be
taken to have human dignity. Put another way, not all humans have equal
dignity.
The problem Rachels poses here can be solved once we recognize that
he supposes without any supporting argument that the notion of human
dignity itself provides a complete, or at least a necessary partial, account of
an obligation like the duty to avoid using a severely retarded human being
as a laboratory subject. Yet it is far from obvious that this is the case. The
point I wish to make here is simply that the notion of human dignity might
for a kantian provide neither a complete nor a necessary partial account of
such obligations. This is not to say that for the kantian there is not an obligation to respect the irreversibly and severely compromised human being but
rather that the idea of human dignity is not, even for the kantian, the proper
way to understand how it is grounded.
From a broadly kantian perspective, neither the general concept of dignity nor the more specific conception of human dignity is best understood
as a complete account of obligations to severely mentally compromised
humans because it is not in fact the only possible ground for such obligations. Furthermore, the more specific conception of human dignity at issue
in Rachels’s argument may not even be a necessary partial account of such
obligations for the kantian, because an alternative ground—say, kantian
moral virtue(s)—can provide an account of our obligations regarding
severely and irreversibly brain-damaged human beings. Consider the
related, if somewhat extreme, example of a kantian faced with the question:
should one respect a corpse (say, by not using it for third base in one’s
softball game)? Though the corpse unequivocally lacks human dignity, a
kantian might have a variety of alternative reasons to avoid such desecration. These might include: (1) considerations of the virtue of the agent himself, (2) indirect duties to others who have reason to care about the corpse,
and (3) some minimal but universalizable respect for the human form itself,
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symbolically represented by a corpse, devoid though it is of any potential
for rational capacity.
It is not my point here to provide a full and finalized argument for how
to ground such obligations. I simply wish to note that even for a kantian the
idea of the human dignity of severely and irreversibly brain-damaged
humans need not provide necessary grounding for the obligations at issue,
in spite of animal advocates’ tendency to insist that it does. A kantian of the
sort I envision here would recognize grounds other than those rules linked
to an account of the human dignity of moral patients as support for obligations regarding them. The claim here can be further generalized, since it is
not my point to show that it is virtues, rather than rules, that can cover these
kinds of obligations, but instead to show that the possession of human dignity by such moral patients need not be at the ground floor in either case.
Rather the obligation can be grounded indirectly, for example, in those
traits of character that ought to be reinforced in the agent or duties owed to
friends and family of severely and irreversibly brain-damaged human
beings.14 In short, the notion of human dignity, and any principles based
upon it, need not do all of the moral work for a kantian account of morality.
Although human dignity may be a particularly useful way to discuss the
moral irrelevance of traits like race, gender, or social class, it is surely overworked if it is put forward to explain every possible obligation regarding all
members of our species.
It may be useful to sort out some further features of the emerging view
of the general concept of dignity that I am presently outlining. I have
already alluded to one additional distinction between two more conceptions of dignity. That distinction is between “human dignity” and what I
will call “simple dignity.” (I discuss having “simple dignity” in further
detail in section 3.) Having “human dignity” is, roughly, having the moral
status and moral worth possessed by a typical human being. This notion of
a typical human being might well be understood in terms of certain salient
rational capacities. Given that understanding, the moral status of “human
dignity” is surely not held by all humans; and it is only a contingent fact, if a
fact at all, that it is held by only humans.
In light of the argument above, the kantian idea of human dignity cannot be said to be speciesist in either of the ways that Rachels suggests. Of
course, the way that Kant himself uses the idea of human dignity (which I
try to steer a careful course through) is, for one, to suggest that “human dignity” is the way to designate the domain of individuals deserving of moral
consideration. Kant surely does not recognize (but a reform-minded
[kantian] theorist can) the existence of what I call simple dignity. In part
because some critiques of speciesism seem telling, it is reasonable to find
room within the general concept of dignity for the idea of the simple dignity
of sentient beings. It is one of my main points here that a reasonable
(kantian) moral theorist can reject the strict Kantian idea that human dignity
is the only kind of dignity. Put otherwise, she might reject the idea that
human dignity is the only genuine kind of moral worth and status. I side
here with Rachels, roughly about some of the failings of speciesist thinking,
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in order to demonstrate how he is overstating the case that the idea of
human dignity is “speciesist to the core.”
Finally, on the kantian view of having dignity outlined here, it is simply
not true that there is no moral respect at all due to individuals, human or
not, who lack whatever capacity, or the potential for it, that is deemed central to having human dignity. For instance, for reasons enumerated above
they might be treated as if they had human dignity. My main point is that
some allegiance to the ideas of dignity or human dignity need not entail,
Rachels’s insistence notwithstanding, any allegiance to speciesism. Of
course it might be said Rachels’s use of “human dignity” is shorthand for a
cluster of traditional ideas that is in fact speciesist. Yet, such a move so
clearly begs the question at issue that I will move forward to other issues. I
have simply tried to show above that a broadly kantian notion of human
dignity is not, as Rachels suggests, a speciesist notion. If animal advocates
simply stipulate that human dignity is a speciesist notion, they both
trivialize the debate and fail to even begin to probe the complex idea of
human dignity.
Of course, the kantian may insist that human dignity, grounded on certain rational capacities, marks the highest moral status and worth. For those
who suppose this claim is a (covert) reaffirmation of speciesist thinking, it is
worth noting that it is not even Rachels’s view that the avoidance of
speciesism requires a radical egalitarian fix (that is, the conclusion that all
animal species including humans be treated with exactly the same level of
moral respect).15 Since (following Rachels himself) such radical egalitarianism is arguably not the sine qua non of the attack on speciesism, speciesbased disrespect is perhaps best identified with the denial of (adequate)
moral standing on morally arbitrary grounds. Starting with this point the
simple dignity of sentient beings can be grounded (even for some
kantians)16 on morally relevant capacities like sentience or the capacity to
flourish.

3
Can we talk coherently within a broadly kantian tradition promoting
human dignity about the dignity of animals? I shall discuss this question
from the point of view, if you will, of the general concept of dignity as a
normative idea. The key question then is this: do we stretch the concept of
dignity to the breaking point (or to a point where it is taken to cover too
much ground and is thereby weakened), if we talk, as I recommend, about
the “simple dignity” of sentient creatures? The main problem, as I am concerned with it here, for any discussion of “simple dignity” is the following
objection: the very conception of simple dignity tends to undermine, or is in
tension with, the moral or ethical force of the more general concept of dignity. Put otherwise, the objection is that the notion of a hierarchy of dignities
is itself at odds with the best (modern/kantian) understanding of the moral
or ethical idea of dignity. I take this objection seriously for the following reasons: (1) contemporary talk about (human) dignity has had a conspicuous
(and laudable) egalitarian quality, and (2) historically the modern idea of
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human dignity was introduced, by Kant and others, to fend off proponents
of moral and political hierarchies.17 If the essence of the modern idea of dignity embodies an argument against hierarchies, then can the very concept of
dignity now be used in a way that itself admits of a hierarchy of dignity?
A brief restatement of my sense of the notion of “simple dignity” may be
helpful. When I suggest that nonhuman animals should be understood to
have “simple dignity,” I claim that any being that has “simple dignity” has
an intrinsic moral worth and an independent moral status. The idea of dignity itself links considerations of moral status with those of moral worth.18
Although some very simple beings may in this sense be said to have simple
dignity, it would generally not make sense to talk about such a being acting
with simple dignity, because acting, as distinct from merely behaving, is
surely just the kind of thing a being that (only) has simple dignity may not
able to do.
So, does this idea of a hierarchy of dignity undermine the moral or ethical force of the general concept of dignity? First of all, for those who already
employ some normative conception of having dignity, there already exists a
normative hierarchy that includes those entities that have dignity and those
that do not. So the question here is: can a normative hierarchy including
simple dignity and then at least one other level or rank of (human) dignity
be posited without undermining the moral force of the general concept of
dignity? Put differently: if there is a hierarchy within the realm of those
entities that are morally considerable, can the notion of dignity capture this,
or is it better reserved to mark moral considerations that are essentially
nonhierarchial?
This is the point where there is some payoff to be collected from having
noted the distinction between the general concept of dignity and the more
specific conception of human dignity. The general concept of dignity clearly
seems adequate to the task of embodying a hierarchy of moral status and
worth without the result being that the moral force of that concept is in any
way undermined. And the fact that the more specific conception of human
dignity may not by itself easily accommodate hierarchies including human
beings does not show that the more general concept of dignity will suffer a
loss of moral force if it does.
Consider a further objection. The concepts of dignity and human dignity are members of a family of concepts clustered around the practice of
moral evaluation, including related concepts like honor, (self-)esteem,
(self-)respect, pride, and responsibility. And the present extension of this
notion of a “simple dignity” to animals, most (and perhaps all) of whom are
arguably not moral agents but moral patients, takes the concept of dignity so
far out of context as to strip it of that meaning that results from its membership in this original family of ideas. We tend to speak exclusively of the normative evaluation of moral agents and not of moral patients like (most)
animals. In addition, animals are not typically taken to have the capacity for
self-evaluative—or “reactive”—attitudes like pride or self-respect. So, the
argument goes, the idea of the “simple dignity” of sentient life is too far from
its conceptual home to make sense. And since it is too far out of context to
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make sense, the usage of “simple dignity” recommended here should be
abandoned.
But once again, the distinction between the general concept of dignity
and the specific conception of human dignity provides for a telling reply.
Perhaps it is true that when applied to moral patients—for example,
humans in a permanent “persistent vegetative state”—the conception of
human dignity may have traveled too far from its conceptual family of
origin to make (good) sense. The more general concept of dignity, however,
is, so to speak, a much better traveler. In short, it is wrong to suggest that the
general concept of dignity has the same restrictions on its coherent use
as the more specific conception of human dignity. A use that pushes the
conception of human dignity past the point of coherence, or simply into
philosophically controversial territory, may not do so for the more general
concept of dignity.
Yet a different kind of question might now present itself. If, as I have
suggested, it is possible to embrace an account of the simple dignity of sentient life, then why not proceed to the next step, that is, recognize also the
dignity of nonsentient life? Some environmental ethicists may insist that
such a move is recommended by points already conceded in the present discussion. Now it may be true that it is advised to make the move from the
consideration of the dignity of sentient life to the dignity of very simple life.
At least additional good reasons to do so might be provided. One argument
to the contrary here suggests that moral worth and status are coextensive
with sentience because something has moral worth and status if and only if
what one does to it matters to it. Yet it is surely equally plausible that moral
worth and status are coextensive with having a well-being of one’s own; and
awareness of one’s well-being is hardly an obvious condition of having a
well-being of one’s own. The scope of the present paper is, however, simply
not adequate to investigate this point fully and canvass the many other
arguments about the moral worth and status of nonsentient life, because
such arguments may also concern not only individual life forms (microfauna and plants) but also complex collections of living things (from species
to ecosystems, up to and including the biosphere itself).
The present analysis has, at least, shown that there is no internal barrier
—that is, none raised by consideration of the concept of dignity itself—to a
move from the discussion of the simple dignity of sentient life to talk of the
simple dignity of very simple life. Should the best arguments in fact lead us
to conclude that some forms of simple, nonsentient life (say, giant sequoia
trees) have inherent value and basic moral status, then the general concept
of dignity can accommodate that conclusion even if the narrower conception of human dignity cannot.
Some kantians or other friends of the moral idea of dignity may be
alarmed by my suggestion that sentient beings have simple dignity or by
the more radical possibility of the recognition of the simple dignity of
nonsentient living things. For this reason I will briefly outline two important qualifications on any conclusion about the scope of the idea of simple
dignity. First, a notion of basic moral status, for example, Kenneth
Goodpaster’s notion of “moral considerability,” is not to be identified with
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relative moral weight or with moral rights.19 To suggest that a person and a
cat (and perhaps a giant sequoia) each have simple dignity is not to suggest
that their relative moral weight is the same.20 Nor is it suggested by the
claim that a cat has simple dignity that it also has moral rights or, if it does,
that those rights are identical in scope or weight with human rights. It is
important to avoid the all too common conflation of “equally having moral
status” with “having equal moral status.” Questions about both relative
moral weight and the possession of moral rights are independent of any
account of the simple dignity of sentient beings.
The second qualification regarding the scope of the idea of simple
dignity is related to a difference noted by Ronald Dworkin between “two
categories of intrinsically valuable things: those that are incrementally
valuable—the more of them we have the better—and those that are not.”21
An example from the first category would be knowledge. With appropriate
qualifications we can claim the more knowledge that exists the better.22 An
example from the second category would be (human) life: living entities are
generally valued only once they exist, in part because they do exist. In short,
in the case of (human) life, more is not necessarily better. My present point
is not to defend or discuss this distinction. I only wish to note that it too may
provide some relief to those worried about the radical possibility of extending the notion of dignity to apply to nonsentient life. One is not thereby committed to the idea that the more life that exists the better. If such
qualifications are not sufficient to calm the worries of some (kantians) about
possibly extending the title of simple dignity to (some forms of) nonsentient
life, then it becomes necessary to confront the arguments, which are not
given here, for the claim, which for reasons of space is not really advanced
here, that simple life has simple dignity.

4
Two points seem worthy of emphasis in conclusion. First, Rachels and
like-minded animal rights advocates are wrong to suggest that the idea of
human dignity is perforce a speciesist notion. Indeed an attack on speciesbased forms of disrespect can even be rendered fully consistent with a general kantian account of the scope and the meaning of the ideas of dignity and
human dignity. Second, the more generic concept of dignity can be used to
help mark the moral worth and the moral status of sentient life. Perhaps
kantians who hew close to a strict Kantian account may not have much to
say about how this second point is to be made out because of the centrality
of the capacity for practical rationality in the Kantian view of morality. Yet,
a Kantian account of the centrality of the capacity for rational deliberation
for human dignity does not strictly confine the sensible (kantian) application
of the generic concept of dignity. Once adequate notice is taken of the difference between the generic concept of dignity and the specific conception of
human dignity, there is ample conceptual space for the discussion of the
simple dignity of sentient life—and perhaps of nonsentient life as well.
It has been one point of this paper to begin to outline this often overlooked idea of “simple dignity” as a moral, or ethical, concept. The
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combination of the ascendancy of the ideas of dignity and human dignity in
modern discourse and the widespread moral concern about animals and the
environment seem to justify the effort. However, this paper has surely not
sorted out all of the complex questions that would arise from the broad and
systematic application of this idea of simple dignity.23 Such questions
would include: How is the aspect of the moral worth of simple dignity
linked to the moral status aspect of simple dignity? How should one construct any hierarchy of dignity, that is, where should one draw (how many?)
levels within this hierarchy? A more systematic analysis of the conception
of simple dignity must wait for another time. Furthermore, if fully understood, the moral idea of dignity is potentially quite valuable as one part of a
nonspeciesist moral theory.24 The claims of some animal advocates notwithstanding, the idea of dignity—or even human dignity—is not a moral
encumbrance or an objectionable remnant of speciesist thought. Indeed,
when properly understood the general concept of dignity is a moral idea
that can serve well whatever future expansions of our moral concern seem
called for by a more generous and ever increasing understanding of the
nonhuman world.
I would like to thank Don Beggs, Chris Kulp, Elizabeth Radcliffe, Lori Zink, and an
anonymous reviewer for this journal for helpful comments on an earlier draft of
this paper.
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